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IASCLIP = Intra Americas Study of Climate Processes
A CLIVAR-VAMOS Monsoons Program (FY09 - FY14)

Warm Pool is the centerpiece of the IASCLIP Science/Implementation Plan
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The WH Warm pool acts like a thermal capacitor (winter==>summer)

Mature summer WHWP anomalies evoke a baroclinic “Gill atmosphere”
response that explains large-scale climate features

Anomalous moisture transports, tropospheric shear and stability then 
translate into seasonal changes in occurrence of severe events

Other processes superimpose on and interact with the large scale 
environment: MJO + easterly waves + diurnal cycle + orography, etc.

Land - ocean - atmosphere interactions explain key features, e.g., 
midsummer drought (MSD), and Great Plains low-level jet (GPLLJ)

Through improved understanding, assessment of model deficiencies
and targeted measurements, improved models lead to useful predictions

IASCLIP “motherhood” statements
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IAS centerpiece:  Atlantic Warm Pool (AWP)
(Rainfall and Drought)

Supported by NOAA CPO/CPPA, NWS

5 largest warm pools 5 smallest warm pools



Correlation of AMO with U.S. divisional 
rainfall (1895-1999)

Enfield et al. (2001)

Warm Atlantic

Cool Atlantic

AMO vs. Hurricanes
Goldenberg et al. (Science, 2001)
AMO & WP ==> similar impacts
Rainfall regressions very similar

Warm/Cool phases of the AMO
involve repeated occurrences

of large/small warm pools
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Boreal Summer Correlation
WHWP (ASO) vs. Rainfall (ASO)
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Atlantic (warm-cold)

Annual Precipitation (mm/day)
Pacific (warm-cold)

Q i kTi

Work done at NOAA-ESRL
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Spring Floods and Tornados in the Midwest
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54 Years of Atlantic Hurricanes (1950-2003)

Busy hurricane years

= years for which the 
number of late-season 
hurricanes fall within the 
top tercile of all years

Of the 18 years with small 
warm pools

3 busy years, 23 storms

Of the 18 years with large 
warm pools

11 busy years, 82 storms
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Wang et al. (2008)

Gill atmosphere response to Warm Pool anomalies
Forced AGCM

Large minus Small AWP

850 mb cyclone

200 mb anticyclone

This is the textbook 
baroclinic response of a 
“Gill atmosphere” to an 

off-equatorial
heating anomaly

Obs (NCEP reanalysis)
Large minus Small AWP

Wang et al. (2006)
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How do Anomalous Warm Pools Occur?
One way is in response to the Pacific ENSO

Experiments in Forcing the HYCOM OGCM

10 El Niños leading to large WPs

Model forced by tropical Pacific 
for 10 El Niños

Model response when forcing is 
terminated early

Enfield & Lee (2005)
Enfield et al (2006)
Lee et al. (2008)
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Atlantic Warm Pool (AWP): Atlantic side of the WHWP

A warm pool 25% larger (smaller) than climatological warm pool area is identified as a 
large (small) AWP:

• 14 large AWPs: for 9 cases the Pacific does not show El Niño in preceding winter.
• 15 small AWPs: for 10 cases the Pacific does not show La Niña in preceding winter.

Two thirds of AWPs occur without preceding winter Pacific ENSO events.  
==> Potential predictability outside of ENSO.
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Inter-Hemispheric Exchange & Model Bias
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Impact of the AWP on rainfall anomalies during boreal summer

Positive rainfall correlation

• ENSO has little to do 
with the positive AWP-
rainfall correlation 
over SE Pacific.

• Local SST anomalies 
can not explain the 
positive rainfall 
correlation either.

• What is the 
mechanism for the 
positive rainfall 
correlation?



Spring 2009 Atlantic Evolution



Spring 2009 Atlantic Evolution

Probable Orinoco plume
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Summary and Future Vision

With its focus on the AWP and applicability to extreme events, 
IASCLIP is unique; it’s relevant to society and it’s well aligned with 
NOAA’s strategic goals.

Research methods are varied & robust, using both models and 
obs, it’s cross-disciplinary with hurricane research, and 
collaborative internationally.

IASCLIP research will help to shape the research agenda for the 
next decade & provide a framework for unifying climate research 
and organizing applications over the Western Hemisphere.

IASCLIP will improve services to users by engaging with hydro-
met services to convey useful predictions to stakeholders.

By 2015:  Models should be improved and prediction methods will 
be transitioned to operations. This will follow the example set by 
the VAMOS/NAME program and predictions will be based on 
BOTH ocean basins.
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